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Abstract—Recently, tremendous progress has beenmade in self-interference cancellation (SIC) techniques that enable a wireless

device to transmit and receive data simultaneously on the same frequency channel, a.k.a. in-band full-duplex (FD). Although operating

in FDmode significantly improves the throughput of a single wireless link, it doubles the number of concurrent transmissions, which

limits the potential for coexistence betweenmultiple FD-enabled links. In this paper, we consider the coexistence problem of concurrent

transmissions betweenmultiple FD-enabled links with different SIC capabilities; each link can operate in either FD or half-duplexmode.

First, we consider two links and formulate the interactions between them as a Bayesian game. In this game, each link tries tomaximize its

throughput whileminimizing the transmission power cost.We derive a closed-form expression for the Bayesian Nash equilibrium and

determine the conditions under which no outage occurs at either link. Then, we study the coexistence problem betweenmore than two

links, assuming that each link is only affected by its dominant interfering link.We show that under this assumption, nomore than two links

will be involved in a single game. Finally, we corroborate our analytical findings via extensive simulations and numerical results.

Index Terms—In-band full-duplex, self-interference cancellation, coexistence, Bayesian game, full-duplex wireless networks

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

CLASSICAL wireless systems achieve bidirectional commu-
nications by separating the forward and reverse links in

time, i.e., time division duplexing (TDD), or frequency, i.e.,
frequency division duplexing (FDD). Some wireless systems,
such as 4G LTE, support both schemes (e.g., LTE-TDD and
LTE-FDD). The challenge of achieving simultaneous trans-
mission and reception on the same frequency channel, i.e., in-
band full-duplex (FD), is related to the strong self-interference
that arises when a device that is receiving an information sig-
nal attempts to transmit another signal at the same time [2].
Because of path loss, the received power of the intended
signal from the peer node is often much weaker than the
node’s self-interference. This results in saturating the analog-
to-digital converter (ADC) and prevents packet decoding.

Recently, new designs for analog and digital self-interference
cancellation (SIC) techniques have been proposed (see [3], [4]
for a survey), which together provide up to 110 dB SIC on a
single-antenna FD transceiver [5].

From one link’s perspective, the advantage of in-band
FD communications is clear; it basically doubles the link’s
throughput. However, such gain is less obvious in the case
of a network of multiple interfering links. When these
links operate in the same vicinity (i.e., the same collision
domain), it is not always optimal for all links to operate in
FD mode [4]. To illustrate, consider the three scenarios in
Fig. 1. In each scenario, two links are active at the same
time and over the same frequency channel. According to
the scenario in Fig. 1a, transmitting in an HD fashion ena-
bles both links a ! b and c ! d to operate simultaneously
over the same channel, achieving a total throughput of 2R
bps (For simplicity, in this example we assume that all
transmissions are associated with a constant rate R). How-
ever, if link a ! b switches unilaterally from HD to FD, as
shown in Fig. 1b, collisions may occur at both nodes a and
d, reducing the network throughput to R bps (only a ! b
transmission is successful). One reason for the collision at
node a is that the SINR at node a becomes lower than the
SINR threshold (which is function of the modulation and
coding scheme used) needed for successful decoding of the
message from node b. Under the assumed path-loss model,
the occurrence of this scenario depends mainly on the dis-
tances between nodes a and b, and between nodes a and c.

If link c ! d switches to FD mode instead of a ! b, the
same argument used in the previous case applies. If both
links operate in FD mode, collisions will occur at all four
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nodes, reducing the network throughput to zero (see Fig. 1c).
Note that this is a simplified example of a small network
with only two links. The situation worsens with more
interfering links.

Most existing literature that studies the performance of
FD networks assume perfect SIC (A detailed discussion
of the related work is given in Section 2). In [6] the authors
proposed stochastic resource allocation schemes for LTE
networks with heterogeneous (perfect and imperfect) SIC
capabilities. These schemes are centralized and exhibit high
computational complexity. In this paper, we develop a
game-theoretic framework to analyze the performance of
wireless networks with heterogeneous SIC capabilities and
in the absence of any global information, i.e., a link does not
know the exact SIC capability of its neighboring link. The
key idea is to allow nodes to determine, in a distributed
fashion, the optimal operation mode (FD or HD). Such a dis-
tributed approach is critical to many wireless networks,
including heterogeneous networks that coexist on the
same band, e.g., LTE and Wi-Fi that operate on the unli-
censed 5 GHz bands [7]. In these scenarios, it is unlikely to
have collaboration between the Wi-Fi AP and the LTE-U/
LAA HeNB such that they know the exact SIC of each other.
This applies even if the network is small (e.g., coexistence
between a singleWi-Fi link and a single LTE-U/LAA link).

The contributions of this paper can be summarized as
follows:

(1) We analyze a simple (HD versus FD) game between
two bidirectional links to gain insight into the coexis-
tence problem. In this game, links (players) know
the exact SIC capabilities of each other. Simple utili-
ties and interference models are considered. We find
that the outcome of this game depends on the resid-
ual self-interference (RSI) (due to imperfect SIC) and
external interference (from one link on the other).

(2) To capture the heterogeneity in SIC capabilities, we
then formulate a Bayesian game between the two
links. In this game, the SIC capability of each link
specifies its ‘type,’ which is unknown to the other
link. We derive the Bayesian Nash equilibrium
(BNE) for this game. From our analysis, we observe
that the range of possible SIC values a given player
may take can be divided into three regions (types).
In two types, either the HD or the FD strategy is
dominant, while the BNE in the third type depends
mainly on the probability distribution of the other

player’s types. The thresholds that specify the
regions of various SIC types depend, among other
factors, on the outage probabilities of the player’s
forward and reverse links. Accordingly, we derive
closed-form expressions for these thresholds under
different outage scenarios.

(3) To capture the interactions between more than two
links, we consider a network of FD-enabled links
with heterogeneous SIC capabilities and study the
coexistence problem. Analyzing the Bayesian game
for more than two links is very complex and intracta-
ble due to the mutual dependence between players’
actions and the fact that the exact SICs of players are
unknown.Hence, we study themulti-player Bayesian
game under the simplifying assumption that every
player is mainly affected by a single dominating link.

(4) Finally, we corroborate our analytical findings via
extensive simulations and numerical results.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We discuss
some related works in Section 2 and describe the simple
two-player strategic game in Section 3. The Bayesian game
is formulated and analyzed in Section 4. In Section 5, we
extend the two-player Bayesian game to more than two
links. The proposed games are simulated in Section 6.
Finally, in Section 7 we conclude the paper and provide
directions for future research.

2 RELATED WORK

There are several efforts in the literature that studied and
demonstrated the feasibility of FD communications from
one link’s perspective [5], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13]. The
feasibility of network-wide FD communications was dis-
cussed in [14], [15], [16], [17], [18], [19], [20], [21]. In [14], the
authors analyzed the outage probability for FD-based cellu-
lar systems based on two schemes: Bidirectional FD com-
munications between the base station (BS) and the user
equipment (UE) and three-node scheme (the BS transmits to
a UE while simultaneously receiving from another UE). The
authors found that the three-node scheme has better perfor-
mance and is more practical than the two-node scheme if
the RSI signal is relatively high. The authors in [15] theoreti-
cally studied the benefits of FD communications for multi-
hop networks by computing the achievable end-to-end
throughput. They showed that in some scenarios, the bene-
fits of FD communications in multi-hop networks can
exceed double that of HD networks.

In [16] the authors studied the multiplexing gain offered
by FD communications in multi-cell networks. In addition to
RSI, the authors considered the interference from uplink
nodes on the reception of the downlink nodes (assuming a
three-node setting). To remedy this interference, the authors
considered a solution based on spatial interference align-
ment. In [17], the authors proposed an analytical framework
to analyze the capacity gain of FD networks, assuming a
CSMA-based MAC protocol. They found that spatial reuse
and inter-link interference may cause significant reduction
to network capacity. To enable FD Wi-Fi networks, the
authors in [18] proposed a MAC protocol and presented an
experimental and simulation study to assess the perfor-
mance of their scheme. In contrast to [17], they found that FD
communications can potentially enhance the performance

Fig. 1. Implications of operating wireless networks in FD fashion. (a) (HD,
HD) strategy achieves a total throughput of 2R bps, (b) (FD, HD) strategy
achieves R bps, while (c) (FD, FD) strategy achieves zero throughput.
The arcs represent the transmission ranges of different nodes.
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of Wi-Fi networks. The authors in [20] considered the inter-
node interference in a three-node (base station, downlink
node, and uplink node) FD OFDM network. To maximize
the network sum-throughput for this scenario, they pro-
posed different power allocation schemes while taking into
account inter-node interference.

Game theory has been used to study FD wireless net-
works [22], [23], [24], [25], [26]. In [22], the authors discussed
several game theoretic models, including evolutionary
games used for adaptive mode switching problems, auc-
tion-based models used for power allocation problems, and
matching theory used for subcarrier allocation. For distrib-
uted FD networks, the authors discussed non-cooperative
games used for power control, matching games used for
opportunistic channel assignment, and coalition games
used for collaborative spectrum sensing. In [23], the authors
considered virtualization in FD relay cellular networks,
where they used a three-stage Stackelberg game to model a
resource management problem. In [24], the authors pro-
posed a cooperative game to solve the hidden-node prob-
lem in FD-enabled cognitive radio networks. Specifically,
they exploited the possibility of simultaneous transmission
and sensing on the same channel using SIC techniques. In
[26], the authors proposed an adaptive FD/HD mode
switching based on the residual self-interference and chan-
nel conditions to maximize the ergodic capacity. The above
mentioned game-theoretic studies did not account for the
heterogeneity and imperfectness in the SIC capabilities.

The achievable throughput of FD MIMO networks was
investigated in [19], [21]. In [19] the authors considered a
binary interference model of a general network topology
and derived the conditions under which different technolo-
gies (MIMO, multi-user MIMO, and FD communications)
achieve the best performance. In [21] the authors considered
the problem of power minimization in an FD MIMO net-
work subject to rate demands. They derived conditions
under which the FD mode outperforms the HD mode. In
[27], the authors considered MIMO FD relay systems, and
specifically amplify-and-forward (AF) cooperative net-
works. They proposed a joint precoding/decoding system
that maximizes the end-to-end system performance while
reducing complexity. In [28], the authors proposed a joint
transceiver design algorithm for the FD k-pair MIMO inter-
ference channel with simultaneous wireless information
and power transfer. Using optimization theory, they ana-
lyzed two problems: The sum-power minimization problem
and the sum-rate maximization problem. In [29], [30], [31],
[32], the authors investigated the incorporation of SIC tech-
niques in opportunistic spectrum access (OSA) systems. In
overlay models, secondary users (SUs) operate in either FD
mode or simultaneous transmit-sense mode. On the other
hand, in an underlay OSA network, SUs operate in either
HD or FD mode. The authors in [29], [30], [31], [32] deter-
mined the optimal operating mode for both overlay and
underlay settings. Our work is different since it has differ-
ent objectives and follows a different approach.

In [33], the authors proposed several stochastic formula-
tions to minimize the cost of composing a virtual LTE-U
network from a hybrid set of HD/FD Wi-Fi access points
(APs). An AP is assumed to be either HD or FD (with per-
fect SIC). In general, different devices in a network may

have different SIC capabilities, mainly depending on the
employed analog/digital cancellation mechanisms. In [6]
the authors proposed joint channel and BS stochastic allo-
cation schemes for opportunistic LTE networks with het-
erogeneous SIC capabilities at different BSs. The resource
allocation schemes in [6], [33] are centralized with high
computational complexity. Instead, in this paper we
develop a game-theoretic framework to analyze the per-
formance of wireless networks with heterogeneous SIC
capabilities and in the absence of any global information
(i.e., a link does not know the exact SIC level of its neigh-
boring link).

Stochastic geometry has been used in the literature to
model FD-enabled wireless networks and assess their perfor-
mance [34], [35]. The authors in [34] developed a spatial sto-
chastic framework to study the tradeoff between network
throughput (i.e., FD operation) and spatial reuse for CSMA-
based networks. They analyzed the FD gain as a function of
link distance, interference range, network density, and carrier
sensing schemes. In [35] the authors studied the network
capacity under the FDmode using stochastic geometry. They
found that the aggregated interference is the main challenge
for scalable FD networks. A unique feature of our scheme is
the consideration of imperfect SIC, where nodes are unaware
of other nodes SIC capability, which directly affects the
optimal operation mode. In [1], we studied the coexistence
problem between two FD-enabled wireless links with hetero-
geneous SIC capabilities. We formulated the problem as a
two-player Bayesian game and analyzed the performance at
the BNE. In this paper, we extend our study and simulations
tomore than two coexisting FD-enabled links.

3 SIMPLE NORMAL-FORM HD VERSUS FD GAME

In this section, we study a simple strategic game between
two coexisting links to identify their stable operating modes.
For now, we assume that the two players (links) know all the
parameters of the game, including the SIC capability of the
other player. Furthermore, we consider simple utility func-
tions and interference models. The game can be defined in
the strategic form as Gs ¼ P;S;Uð Þ, whereP ¼ P1; P2f g is the
set of players, S ¼ fS1; S2} is the set of strategies, and
U ¼ U1; U2f g is the set of utilities for the two players. For
i ¼ 1; 2, the strategy set Si ¼ {FD, HD} is the set of pure strat-
egies of Pi. Let a and b be the two nodes associated with P1,
and let c and d be the two nodes associatedwith P2.

An FD strategy of a given player Pi indicates that both
nodes of that player/link will transmit simultaneously on
the same channel. On the other hand, under an HD strategy,
only a single node of player Pi will transmit data to its peer.
For simplicity, we assume that under the HD strategy, the
transmitter are nodes a and c in case of P1 and P2, respec-
tively. In practice, there will be a contention phase before
the game starts, where each link decides the direction of the
HD communications in the game (e.g., a to b or b to a for P1

and similarly for P2). To capture this contention phase,
we designate the nodes of each link as master and slave.
A master node is the initiator of the communications. Based
on the MAC-queue lengths at both nodes, the master node
decides whether communication under the HD strategy
will be in the forward or reverse direction. The slave node
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can piggyback the value of the queue length in the ACK
packet to help the master node in the selection of the com-
munications direction.

The utilities U ¼ U1; U2f g of the two links represent their
respective throughputs under given strategies and hence
their operating modes at the Nash equilibrium (NE),
depend on two factors: External interference from one link
on the other and residual self-interference. The amount of
external interference depends on the channel gains and
transmission powers, whereas self-interference is function
of the SIC capabilities. Let R be the throughput of a link in
one direction when the communication is successful. Table 1
shows two instances of the game Gs. In the first instance
(Table 1a), both external and self-interference are assumed
to be high. As a result, if both P1 and P2 operate in the FD
mode, then their utilities will be zero. Although (FD, FD) is
a NE, it is not an efficient one. Moreover, (FD, FD) is not a
unique NE. Specifically, (FD, HD) and (HD, FD) are also
NEs and, in fact, they are Pareto-efficient. In another
instance of Gs (shown in Table 1b), the external interference
is low and all nodes have perfect SIC. In this case, (FD, FD)
is an efficient and unique NE.

The above game illustrates that FD communications is not
always optimal from a network’s perspective. To provide a
complete characterization of the stable strategy profiles for
coexisting FD-enabled links, we account for nodes’ SIC capa-
bilities as well as the amount of induced interference from
one link on the other in the following Bayesian game.

4 BAYESIAN GAME BETWEEN TWO LINKS WITH

HETEROGENEOUS SIC CAPABILITIES

4.1 Game Formulation

The two-player Bayesian game can be defined as
G ¼ P;S;Q;U;Dð Þ, where P and S are as in Gs. The exact
expressions for the utility set U ¼ U1; U2f g will be defined
later. As for Q and D, they are defined as follows:

Definition 4.1. Q ¼ fQ1;Q2g, where Qi is the set of types of Pi.

Pi’s type represents its SIC capability, which is character-
ized by the parameter xi 2 ½0; 1�. xi is the ratio between the
RSI signal and the transmit power. If xi ¼ 0, the correspond-
ing node can completely suppress its self-interference (per-
fect SIC); otherwise, it can only suppress a fraction 1� xi of
its self-interference. For simplicity, we assume that both
nodes of Pi have the same xi. Although the player’s SIC

capability (and hence, its type) takes values in the continu-
ous range between 0 and 1, we later show that the NE strat-
egy of Pi will be the same if Pi is of any type between 0 and
some threshold x�

i . Also, the NE strategy of Pi will be the
same if Pi is of any type between x�

i and another threshold
x��
i , and it will be the same if Pi is of any type between x��

i

and 1. The two thresholds x�
i and x��

i are derived at the end
of this section. Accordingly, we discretize the set of types
Qi , f1; 2; 3g, and denote the type of player Pi by ui, which
can take one of three possible values: ui ¼ 1 (Type 1) if
xi 2 ½0;x�

i �, ui ¼ 2 (type 2) if xi 2 ½x�
i ;x

��
i �, and ui ¼ 3 (type 3)

if xi 2 ½x��
i ; 1�. Note that u1 and u2 are independent.

Definition 4.2. D ¼ D1; D2f g, where Di is a probability distri-
bution over the types of Pi; i ¼ 1; 2.

For i ¼ 1; 2, Pi is of type 1 with probability pi1, of type 2
with probability pi2, and of type 3 with probability pi3.

Finally, in Bayesian games, a pure strategy of Pi is a map
si: Qi ! Si, prescribing an action for each type of Pi. Strat-
egy spaces, player types, utility functions, and the probabil-
ity distributions over the types are assumed to be common
knowledge to all players. However, a given player knows
only its current strategy and type, and does not know the
strategies selected by the other player or its true type. In
practice, the probability distributions over the types of play-
ers can be estimated by collecting statistics about the latest
widely implemented SIC techniques in current radio tech-
nologies (e.g., Wi-Fi APs, cellular BSs, tablets, etc.).

The motivation for selecting Bayesian games to model
this problem is as follows. Although the development of
SIC techniques is still in its early stages, it is expected that
different radios (e.g., Wi-Fi APs, BSs, TVs, tablets, etc.) will
have different SIC capabilities. Achieving perfect SIC may
not always be feasible due to imperfections in existing SIC
techniques and challenges related to signal reflections, hard-
ware/DSP limitations, etc. Furthermore, assuming that
radios know the exact SIC capabilities of neighboring radios
is unrealistic. However, knowing the distributions over
players’ SIC capabilities is more justifiable. Hence, selecting
Bayesian games to model this problem, where perfect
knowledge about other players’ SIC capabilities is unavail-
able, is well justified.

Next, we analyze the utility U1 for P1 (U2 can be analyzed
similarly). First, consider U1 under the (FD, FD) strategy
profile. P1 benefits from an FD transmission only if no

outage/collision occurs at node a or b, i.e., when g
ðFFÞ
ij � g�ij;

i; j 2 fa; bg, where g
ðFFÞ
ij is the SNR at node j while receiving

data from node i under (FD, FD) and g�
ij is a given reception

threshold. Define 1
ðFFÞ
ij to be an indicator function for a suc-

cessful transmission from i to j under (FD, FD). 1
ðFFÞ
ij ¼ 1 if

g
ðFFÞ
ij � g�

ij and 0 otherwise. Denote the transmission cost
from node i by Ci. We set Ci ¼ ciPt;i, where Pt;i is the trans-
mission power of node i; i 2 a; b; c; df g, and ci is a constant of
conversion measured in bits per second per watts. Note that
ci is a design parameter that can be used to reflect the relative
importance of the transmission power. The utility of P1 under

(FD, FD), denoted byU
ðFFÞ
1 , can be expressed as follows:

U
ðFFÞ
1 ¼ 1

ðFFÞ
ab R

ðFFÞ
ab þ 1

ðFFÞ
ba R

ðFFÞ
ba � Ca � Cb (1)

TABLE 1
Utilities for the Simple Game

P2 FD HD

P1

FD ð0; 0Þ ð2R; 0Þ
HD ð0; 2RÞ ðR;RÞ

(a) High external and self-interference

P2 FD HD
P1

FD ð2R; 2RÞ ð2R;RÞ
HD ðR; 2RÞ ðR;RÞ
(b) Low external interference and perfect SIC
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where R
ðFFÞ
ab and R

ðFFÞ
ba are, respectively, the forward and

reverse link throughputs for link ða; bÞ. RðFFÞ
ij , i; j 2 fa; bg;

i 6¼ j, is given by:

R
ðFFÞ
ij ¼ log 1þ g

ðFFÞ
ij

� �

¼ log 1þ Pt;igij
x2
jPt;jgjj þ Pt;cgcj þ Pt;dgdj þ s2

j

 !
(2)

where gij is the channel gain between any two nodes i and

j; i 6¼ j, s2
j is the noise power at node j, and gjj is the self-

interference channel gain at node j. Note the RSI term in the

denominator of the SNR. According to our earlier assump-

tion, xa ¼ xb , x1 (also, xc ¼ xd , x2).
Under (HD, FD) (i.e., P1 selects HD while P2 selects FD),

P1’s utility, denoted by U
ðHFÞ
1 , includes the throughput of

the forward link minus its transmission cost. The same
amount of external interference is still induced on P1, as P2

still operates in FD mode. Formally, U
ðHFÞ
1 can be written as:

U
ðHFÞ
1 ¼ 1

ðHFÞ
ab R

ðHFÞ
ab � Ca ¼ 1

ðHFÞ
ab log 1þ g

ðHFÞ
ab

� �
� caPt;a (3)

where g
ðHFÞ
ab ¼ Pt;agab= Pt;cgcb þ Pt;dgdb þ s2

b

� �
is the SNR at b

when receiving data from a under (HD, FD).
For the two other strategy profiles, P1’s utility can be

written as follows:

U
ðFHÞ
1 ¼ 1

ðFHÞ
ab log 1þ g

ðFHÞ
ab

� �
� caPt;a

þ 1
ðFHÞ
ba log 1þ g

ðFHÞ
ba

� �
� cbPt;b

(4)

U
ðHHÞ
1 ¼ 1

ðHHÞ
ab log 1þ g

ðHHÞ
ab

� �
� caPt;a (5)

where g
ðFHÞ
ab ¼ Pt;agab= x2

bPt;bgbb þ Pt;cgcb þ s2
b

� �
; g

ðFHÞ
ba ¼ Pt;bgba=

x2
aPt;agaa þ Pt;cgca þ s2

a

� �
, and g

ðHHÞ
ab ¼ Pt;agab= Pt;cgcb þ s2

b

� �
.

To find the BNE, we first define technical conditions
(TCs) under which no outage/collision occurs at the
receivers of both players. We start by analyzing the no-out-
age case to facilitate understanding the Bayesian game anal-
ysis. Then, we conclude this section by deriving the BNE for
the general case when outage is possible.

Outage will not occur for P1 iff g
mn
ab � g�ab and gmn

ba � g�
ba;

8m;n 2 S1. However, by examining the SNR expressions for
different strategy profiles, we notice that the minimum SNR
is encountered under (FD, FD) due to the existence of two
interference terms from nodes c and d, in addition to the RSI.
With the imposed conditions on g

ðFFÞ
ab and g

ðFFÞ
ba , we can

implicitly ensure that no outage occurs under the other strat-
egy profiles. Formally, we define the following two TCs P1:

TC11 : Pt;cgcb þ Pt;dgdb � Pt;agab
g�
ab

þ x2
1Pt;bgbb þ s2

b < 0 (6)

TC12 : Pt;cgca þ Pt;dgda � Pt;bgba
g�
ba

þ x2
1Pt;agaa þ s2

a < 0: (7)

Two similar TCs can be established for P2. We later dis-
cuss the case when those technical conditions are not satis-
fied (i.e., an outage may occur).

When xi is sufficiently small, Pi can efficiently suppress
its self-interference signal, ensuring that the FD strategy

dominates the HD strategy. x�
1 is the value of x1 at which

U
ðFHÞ
1 ¼ U

ðHHÞ
1 and x�

2 is the value of x2 at which U
ðHFÞ
2 ¼

U
ðHHÞ
2 . As xi increases, the higher RSI makes the HD strategy

more preferable in some cases (especially if the other player
is following the HD strategy). This means that P1’s utility,
for example, under (FD, HD) decreases faster with x1 than
that under (FD, FD). The reason for this is that under (FD,
HD), the RSI dominates the external interference (since P2

is playing HD), which is not the case for the (FD, FD).
The same argument applies to player P2. x��

1 is defined

as the value of x1 at which U
ðFFÞ
1 ¼ U

ðHFÞ
1 and x��

2 is defined

as the value of x2 at which U
ðFFÞ
2 ¼ U

ðFHÞ
2 . As xi continues to

increase beyond x��
i , the RSI signal will be very high, forcing

the utilities under the FD strategy to be lower than that of
the HD strategy (irrespective of the other player’s strategy).
Towards the end of this section, we discuss how x�

i and x��
i

can be computed.

4.2 Existence and Uniqueness of a Bayesian NE

Theorem 1. Game G has a BNE s�1; s
�
2

� �
, which is given by:

s�i ¼

FD; if ui ¼ 1

FD; if pî1 > ai

FD or HD; if pî1 � ai and

pî1 þ pî2 � ai

HD; if pî1 þ pî2 < ai

8>>><
>>>:

if ui ¼ 2

HD; if ui ¼ 3;

8>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>:

(8)

for i 2 f1; 2g. î is the index of node i’s peer node (i.e., if
i ¼ 1; î ¼ 2, and vice verse). a1;a2 2 ½0; 1� are defined as:

a1 ¼def U
ðHHÞ
1 � U

ðFHÞ
1

U
ðHHÞ
1 � U

ðFHÞ
1 þ U

ðFFÞ
1 � U

ðHFÞ
1

(9)

a2 ¼def U
ðHHÞ
2 � U

ðHFÞ
2

U
ðHHÞ
2 � U

ðHFÞ
2 þ U

ðFFÞ
2 � U

ðFHÞ
2

: (10)

Note that ai is a function of xi; i 2 f1; 2g.
Proof. If playerP1 is of type 1, thenU

ðFFÞ
1 > U

ðHFÞ
1 andU

ðFHÞ
1 >

U
ðHHÞ
1 , i.e., the FD strategy strictly dominates the HD strat-

egy. On the other hand, if P1 is of type 3, then U
ðFFÞ
1 <

U
ðHFÞ
1 and U

ðFHÞ
1 < U

ðHHÞ
1 , i.e., the HD strategy strictly

dominates the FD strategy. Applying the same argument to
player P2, we can determine the BNE if the players are of
type 1 or 3, as shown in (8).

The more challenging case occurs when at least one
of the players is of type 2. If P1 is of type 2, then U

ðFFÞ
1 >

U
ðHFÞ
1 andU

ðFHÞ
1 < U

ðHHÞ
1 . Therefore,P1’s decision depends

on P2’s action. As mentioned earlier, P2’s action will be FD
if u2 ¼ 1 and HD if u2 ¼ 3, however, its action when u2 ¼ 2
is not determined yet. First, consider the case when P2’s
action is FD and u2 ¼ 2. In this case, P1’s FD strategy domi-
nates theHD strategy iff:

p21U
ðFFÞ
1 þ p22U

ðFFÞ
1 þ p23U

ðFHÞ
1 > p21U

ðHFÞ
1 þ p22U

ðHFÞ
1 þ p23U

ðHHÞ
1 :

Second, if P2’s action is HD when u2 ¼ 2, then P1’s FD
strategy dominates the HD strategy iff:
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p21U
ðFFÞ
1 þ p22U

ðFHÞ
1 þ p23U

ðFHÞ
1 > p21U

ðHFÞ
1 þ p22U

ðHHÞ
1 þ p23U

ðHHÞ
1 :

Solving the above two equations along with p21þ
p22 þ p23 ¼ 1, we obtain the value of a1 and derive the
conditions on P2’s probability distribution, as shown
in (8). A similar approach is used to determine a2 for P2. tu
The derived BNE, which represents the stable point for

both players, can be interpreted as follows. Since Pi knows
its own true type and the probability distribution over the
types of the other player, the first step for player Pi is to
check its own type. This can be done by calculating its SIC
capability, xi, by comparing the power of the residual self-
interference signal to its original transmission power. If
xi � x�

i , then Pi is of type 1. In this case, Pi plays FD irre-
spective of what the other player is playing. If xi � x��

i , then
Pi is of type 3. In this case, Pi plays HD irrespective of what
the other player is playing. Otherwise (i.e., x�

i < xi < x��
i ),

player Pi is of type 2. In this case, Pi has to use the probabil-
ity distribution over the other player types to determine its
action by following Theorem 1.

Corollary 1. If each of the two players P1 and P2 satisfies one of
the following two conditions:

pî1 > ai (11)

pî1 þ pî2 < ai (12)

where i 2 f1; 2g and î is the index of node i’s peer node, then
game G has a unique BNE, which is given by:

ððF;F;HÞ; ðF;F;HÞÞ if p21 > a1 & p11 > a2 (13)

ððF;F;HÞ; ðF;H;HÞÞ if p21 > a1 & p11 þ p12 < a2 (14)

ððF;H;HÞ; ðF;F;HÞÞ if p21 þ p22 < a1 & p11 > a2 (15)

ððF;H;HÞ; ðF;H;HÞÞ if p21 þ p22 < a1 & p11 þ p12 < a2 (16)

where the notation ððF;F;HÞ; ðF;H;HÞÞ, for instance, means
that P1 operates in the FD mode when u1 ¼ 1 or 2 and in the
HD mode when u1 ¼ 3, while P2 operates in the FD mode
when u2 ¼ 1 and in the HD mode when u2 ¼ 2 or 3.

Proof. The two-player Bayesian game G (with each player
having one of three possible types) can be equivalently for-
mulated as a 23-by-23 strategic game. From Theorem 1 and
its proof, it can be shown that under each of the conditions
stated in (13), (14), (15), and (16), the corresponding strategy
profile consists of a strictly dominating strategy for each
player in the 8-by-8 game.Hence, the BNE is unique. tu

Corollary 2. If exactly one of the players satisfies neither (11)
nor (12), then game G has two BNEs (from the strategy profiles
given by (13), (14), (15), and (16)).

Proof. Based on Theorem 1, player Pi always plays FD
if ui ¼ 1 and always plays HD if ui ¼ 3. If ui ¼ 2, then the
BNE is decided based on the relation between pî1, pî2, and
ai. Specifically, if (11) or (12) is satisfied, then player Pi

plays FD or HD, respectively. However, if neither condi-
tions are satisfied, then playing FD or HD is equivalent
(see proof of Theorem 1).

While Corollary 1 illustrates the case where each of the
two players P1 and P2 satisfies one of the two conditions
shown in (11) and (12), Corollary 2 focuses on the scenario
where exactly one of the players neither satisfies (11)
nor (12). Under this scenario, one player can either play
HD or FD (both are equivalent), while the other player
has to play only a single strategy (either HD or FD based
on Theorem 1 rules). Hence, two of the four BNEs defined
in Corollary 1 will be valid simultaneously under Corol-
lary 2. As an example, if we assume that only P1 satisfies
neither (11) nor (12), then the two BNEs will be ((F, F, H),
(F, F, H)) and ((F, F, H), (F, H, H)) if p21 > a1. On the other
hand, if p21 þ p22 < a1, then the two BNEs will be ((F, H,
H), (F, F, H)) and ((F, H, H), (F, H, H)). tu

Corollary 3. If both players satisfy neither (11) nor (12), then the
game has the four BNEs, given by (13)-(16).

Proof. The proof of Corollary 3 is very similar to that of Cor-
ollary 2 (it follows directly from Theorem 1 and Corol-
lary 1). When both players satisfy neither (11) nor (12),
then both players can either play FD or HD. Hence, the
game has the four BNEs, given by (13), (14), (15), (16). tu

4.3 Accounting for Link Outages

We now relax the technical conditions ((6) and (7) for P1 and
two similar conditions for P2), and assume that any of the
forward/reverse links may experience outage. In this case,
the relation between x�

i and x��
i is not fixed (i.e., x�

i could be
larger or smaller than x��

i ). The reason is that in the case of
outage, if P2 operates in the FD mode, then U

ðFFÞ
1 may

decrease faster with x1 compared to U
ðFHÞ
1 , and hence as x1

increases the condition U
ðFFÞ
1 ¼ U

ðHFÞ
1 may be satisfied before

the condition U
ðFHÞ
1 ¼ U

ðHHÞ
1 . Therefore, x��

1 < x�
1 (recall the

definition of x�
1 and x��

1 in Section 4.1). The same situation
arises in the case of P2 under the possibility of outage.

Theorem 2. Theorem 1 and Corollaries 1-3 hold true for game G
under the possibility of outage. However, ui; i 2 f1; 2g, in this
case, is given by:

ui ¼
1; if xi � minðx�

i ;x
��
i Þ

2; if minðx�
i ;x

��
i Þ < xi < maxðx�

i ;x
��
i Þ

3; if xi � maxðx�
i ;x

��
i Þ:

8><
>: (17)

Proof. From the definitions of x�
i and x��

i in Section 4.1, it can
be shown that irrespective whether outage occurs or not,
the dominating strategy of player Pi when
xi � minðx�

i ;x
��
i Þ is FD, and when xi � maxðx�

i ;x
��
i Þ is HD.

When minðx�
i ;x

��
i Þ < xi < maxðx�

i ;x
��
i Þ, following the

same approach in the proof of Theorem 1 (by deriving
the conditions under which Pi’s expected utility under
the FD strategy is higher than that under the HD strategy
while fixing the other player strategy, and solving the two
resulting inequalities alongwith p21 þ p22 þ p23 ¼ 1), it can
be shown that the dominating strategy is given by (8)
when ui ¼ 2. Hence, Theorem 2 holds. tu
Next, we derive closed-form expressions for x�

1 and x��
1 .

In this derivation, we focus on player P1; a similar approach
could be used to derive the thresholds of player P2. The
challenge in this derivation is the presence of the indicator
functions along with the logarithmic terms.
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We start by deriving x��
1 , which occurs when U

ðFFÞ
1 ¼

U
ðHFÞ
1 . Substituting in the previous equation using (1) and

(3), we get the following:

1
ðFFÞ
ab R

ðFFÞ
ab þ 1

ðFFÞ
ba R

ðFFÞ
ba � Ca � Cb ¼ 1

ðHFÞ
ab R

ðHFÞ
ab � Ca: (18)

Rearranging the above equation, we get 1
ðFFÞ
ab R

ðFFÞ
ab þ 1

ðFFÞ
ba

R
ðFFÞ
ba ¼ w, where w ¼def 1ðHFÞ

ab R
ðHFÞ
ab þ Cb is a term that does

not depend on x1.
In the following analysis, we assume that the link

throughput is measured in nats per second (i.e., using the
natural logarithm). Substituting the expressions for R

ðFFÞ
ab

and R
ðFFÞ
ba in (2), we get the following:

w ¼ 1
ðFFÞ
ab R

ðFFÞ
ab þ 1

ðFFÞ
ba R

ðFFÞ
ba

¼ 1
ðFFÞ
ab ln 1þ Pt;agab

x��2
1 Pt;bgbb þ Pt;cgcb þ Pt;dgdb þ s2

b

� �

þ 11
ðFFÞ
ba ln 1þ Pt;bgba

x��2
1 Pt;agaa þ Pt;cgca þ Pt;dgda þ s2

a

� �

¼ ln 1þ Pt;agab
x��2
1 Pt;bgbb þ Pt;cgcb þ Pt;dgdb þ s2

b

� �1
ðFFÞ
ab

þ ln 1þ Pt;bgba
x��2
1 Pt;agaa þ Pt;cgca þ Pt;dgda þ s2

a

� �1
ðFFÞ
ba

w ¼ ln 1þ Pt;agab
x��2
1 Pt;bgbb þ u

� �1
ðFFÞ
ab

1þ Pt;bgba
x��2
1 Pt;agaa þ v

� �1
ðFFÞ
ba

2
4

3
5

(19)

where u ¼def Pt;cgcb þ Pt;dgdb þ s2
b and v ¼def Pt;cgca þ Pt;dgda þ s2

a

are independent of x1.
To obtain an expression for x��

1 , we need to consider
different combinations of the values of the indicator func-
tions 1

ðFFÞ
ab and 1

ðFFÞ
ba (four cases). For the first case ð1ðFFÞ

ab ¼
1
ðFFÞ
ba ¼ 0Þ, an outage will occur at both receivers of player

P1. In this case, P1’s utility under the FD strategy cannot be
higher than his utility under the HD strategy. Hence,
x��
11 ¼ 0, where x��

ij is defined as the value of x��
i under case j.

The second case occurs when 1
ðFFÞ
ab ¼ 0 and 1

ðFFÞ
ba ¼ 1.

Substituting with those values in (19) and after some manip-
ulations, we get the following expression:

Pt;bgba ¼ ew � 1ð Þ x��2
12 Pt;agaa þ v

� �
: (20)

Therefore, under case 2, x��
12 can be expressed as follows:

x��
12 ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1

Pt;agaa

� �
Pt;bgba
ew � 1

� v

� �s
: (21)

Similarly, for case 3, where 1
ðFFÞ
ab ¼ 1 and 1

ðFFÞ
ba ¼ 0, x��

13

can be expressed as follows:

x��
13 ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1

Pt;bgbb

� �
Pt;agab
ew � 1

� u

� �s
: (22)

Finally, under case 4 (i.e., 1
ðFFÞ
ab ¼ 1 and 1

ðFFÞ
ba ¼ 1), we

substitute the values of the indicator functions in (19) and
get the following equation:

b1x
��4
14 þ b2x

��2
14 þ b3 ¼ 0: (23)

where b1 ¼ Pt;aPt;bgaagbbð1� ewÞ, b2 ¼ ðPt;bgbbvþ Pt;agaauÞð1�
ewÞ þ P 2

t;bgbagbb þ P 2
t;agabgaa, and b3 ¼ uvð1� ewÞ þ Pt;bgbauþ

Pt;agabvþ Pt;aPt;bgabgba. Equation (23) can be solved easily
using the quadratic formula. To sum up the four cases, the
value of x��

1 can be expressed as follows:

x��
1 ¼

0; if 1
ðFFÞ
ab ¼ 1

ðFFÞ
ba ¼ 0ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1
Pt;agaa

� �
Pt;bgba
ew�1 � v

� �r
; if 1

ðFFÞ
ab ¼ 0;1

ðFFÞ
ba ¼ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1
Pt;bgbb

� �
Pt;agab
ew�1 � u

� �r
; if 1

ðFFÞ
ab ¼ 1;1

ðFFÞ
ba ¼ 0ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

�b2�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
b2
2
�4b1b3

p
2b1

r
; if 1

ðFFÞ
ab ¼ 1

ðFFÞ
ba ¼ 1

8>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>:

(24)

The above approach can also be used to derive x�
1,

resulting in:

x�
1 ¼

0; if 1
ðFHÞ
ab ¼ 1

ðFHÞ
ba ¼ 0ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1
Pt;agaa

� �
Pt;bgba
eŵ�1

� v̂
� �r

; if 1
ðFHÞ
ab ¼ 0;1

ðFHÞ
ba ¼ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1
Pt;bgbb

� �
Pt;agab
eŵ�1

� û
� �r

; if 1
ðFHÞ
ab ¼ 1;1

ðFHÞ
ba ¼ 0ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

�b̂2�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
b̂2

2�4b̂1b̂3

p
2b̂1

r
; if 1

ðFHÞ
ab ¼ 1

ðFHÞ
ba ¼ 1

8>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>:

(25)

where ŵ ¼def 1ðHHÞ
ab R

ðHHÞ
ab þ Cb, û ¼def Pt;cgcb þ s2

b and v̂ ¼def Pt;cgca þ
s2
a, b̂1 ¼ Pt;aPt;bgaagbbð1� eŵÞ, b̂2 ¼ ðPt;bgbbv̂þ Pt;agaaûÞð1� eŵÞ þ

P 2
t;bgbagbb þ P 2

t;agabgaa, and b̂3 ¼ ûv̂ð1� eŵÞ þ Pt;bgbaûþ Pt;agabv̂ þ
Pt;aPt;bgabgba.

5 EXTENSION TO MULTIPLE LINKS WITH

HETEROGENEOUS SIC CAPABILITIES

In Section 4, we studied the coexistence problem between
two links with heterogeneous SIC capabilities in a Bayesian
game-theoretic framework. In this section, we extend the
treatment to more than two links.

5.1 Approximation of the Network Interference
Graph

Due to the complexity of deriving the BNE of a game that
involves more than two links, we simplify the interactions
(i.e., interference relations) between the multiple FD-enabled
links. Specifically, we approximate the network interference
graph, as depicted in Fig. 2. In the exact interference graph,
shown in Fig. 2a, each link is affected by all other links in
the network. Instead, in the proposed approximation, we
assume that each link is only affected by a single link in
the network, which is its dominant interfering link.1 We con-
sider a distance-dependent interference (i.e., path-loss),
where the dominant interfering link of, say link 1, will be the
closest link. Because links are FD-enabled, both nodes of a
link are transceivers, and we compute the distance between
two links as the distance between the midpoints of the seg-
ments that connect the two transceivers of each link.

1. This assumption has been used in the wireless communications
and networking literature [36], [37].
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5.2 FD/HD Mode Selection

In this section, we first derive the structure of the network
interference graph under the aforementioned approxima-
tion. Then, we discuss our FD/HDmode selection game.

Proposition 1. The approximate network interference graph
consists of loops, each comprised of two links only, with
branches attached to them, as shown in Fig. 3. Note that an
interference graph, in general, have multiple loops. The figure
shows only one of them.

Proof. To derive the structure of the approximate inter-
ference graph, let us start with one FD-enabled link, say
link 1 in Fig. 4a, and its dominant interfering link, say
link 2. Then, the dominant interfering link of link 2 can be
one of the following:

� Link 1, in which case, links 1 and 2 will be
engaged in a two-player game, or

� Another link, say link 3 in Fig. 4a, in which case,
the distance between links 2 and 3, denoted by
d23, needs to be smaller than the distance between
links 1 and 2 (d12). At the same time, d13 needs to
be larger than d12 (because link 2 is the dominant
interfering link of link 1). Hence, d13 > d12 > d23.

Now, if we assume that there are only three links in the
network, then link 2 is also the dominant interfering link of
link 3, and links 2 and 3 will be engaged in a two-player
game. The interference graph in this case is shown in
Fig. 4a. On the other hand, if we assume that there is
another link, say link 4, that is closer to link 3 than link 2
(i.e., d34 < d23), as shown in Fig. 4b, then, d34 < d23 < d24,
where the last inequality is because link 3 is the dominant
interfering link of link 2. Furthermore, d34 < d23 < d12 <
d14, where the last two inequalities are because link 3 is the
dominant interfering link of link 2 and link 2 is the domi-
nant interfering link of link 1, respectively. Since d34 is
smaller than both d24 and d14, link 3 is also the dominant
interfering link of link 4, and links 3 and 4 will be engaged
in a two-player game. The interference graph in this case is
shown in Fig. 4b.

From the above discussion, we can see that the
approximate interference graph consists of loops, each of

two links only, with branches attached to them, as shown
in Fig. 3. tu
Based on the above, the unique BNE of the multi-player

game can be obtained by applying Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1. Finding the Unique BNE of the Multi-
Player Game

Identify all loops in the network.
Solve their corresponding two-player Bayesian games (i.e.,
compute the BNE), as in Section 4.
for each loop do
if there is a link attached to this loop (e.g., links 3 and 4 in
Fig. 3) then
Compute its best-response strategy to the derived
BNE in Step (1).

end if
if there is a link that is two-hop away from the loop (e.g., link
5 in Fig. 3) then
Compute its best-response strategy to the best- response
strategy computed in the previous step.

end if
Continue in the same way until reaching the leafs of the inter-
ference graph.

end for

6 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we conduct numerical evaluations and Lab-
VIEW/MATLAB simulations to assess the performance of
our proposed game-theoretic analysis.

6.1 Numerical Results

In this section, we evaluate via numerical analysis the char-
acteristics and structure of the BNE for the two-player
game. Unless stated otherwise, we use the following param-
eter values: The channel gain between nodes i and j, gij, is
set to 1; 8i; j 2 fa; b; c; dg, s2

i ¼ 1 Watt, and the normalized
transmission cost ci is set 0.001.

Fig. 5 depicts the expected utility for P1 versus x1 at dif-
ferent values of interference channel gains (ICGs) (i.e., chan-
nel gains between the transmitters of P1 and the receivers
of P2, and vice versa). As shown in the figure, increasing
the ICGs reduces the expected utility of P1. If P1 is of type
1, its expected utility decreases with x1, as P1 operates in
the FD mode, whereas when it is of type 3, its expected
utility is constant because it operates in the HD mode.
When P1 is of type 2, P1 starts operating in the FD mode as
x1 increases (since p21 > a1), and eventually it switches to
the HD mode when a1 exceeds p21. The expected utility

Fig. 2. Approximation of the network interference graph.

Fig. 3. Generalized approximate network interference graph.

Fig. 4. Approximate network interference graph for three and four FD-
enabled links.
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when u1 ¼ 2 first decreases with x1 and then remains con-
stant. Note that the SIC thresholds are different for differ-
ent ICGs (we only show these thresholds when ICG
¼ 0:01). In Fig. 6, we show P1’s expected utility for differ-
ent values of p21 (a priori probability that P2 is of type 1).
As p21 increases, P1’s expected utility decreases. The rea-
son is that if p21 is sufficiently small (e.g., p21 ¼ 0:1), the
expected interference level is relatively low and hence
higher expected utility can be achieved.

Fig. 7 shows the SIC thresholds of P1 and P2 versus Pt;c.
Under conditions (6) and (7) for P1 and the two similar con-
ditions for P2, x

�
i < x��

i 8i. Because Pt;c is the dominating

term in g
ðHHÞ
ab , increasing Pt;c causes U

ðHHÞ
1 to decrease faster

than U
ðFHÞ
1 . Hence, x�

1 increases with Pt;c. A similar argu-
ment can be made regarding x��

1 . On the other hand,

increasing Pt;c causes U
ðHFÞ
2 to decrease faster than U

ðHHÞ
2 .

Hence, x�
2 decreases with Pt;c. In Fig. 8, we plot the players’

expected utilities versus p21 for different values of p11. As
p21 increases, P1’s expected utility decreases. Similarly, P2’s
expected utility decreases with p11, whereas it is constant
with p21, because P2 already knows its type.

In the next two figures, we consider the case where an
outage may occur at the receiver of any player. Even with
complete SIC, when both players operate in the FD mode,
outage may occur at all receivers, resulting in negative utili-
ties for both players (because of the transmission costs).
However, when P2 operates in the HD mode, P1 starts
getting a positive utility, as shown in Fig. 9. Note that P1

doubles its throughput in the (FD, HD) strategy profile com-
pared to (HD, HD) when the maximum transmission power
is used. However, as P1’s transmission power decreases,
outage occurs. Fig. 10 shows the case when x1 ¼ 0:4. In this
case, P1’s utility under (HD, HD) with Pt;c ¼ 10 Watts is
higher than that under (FD, HD). This is due to the increase
in RSI level. Fig. 11 shows the variation of P1’s expected util-
ity at BNE versus constant c, which is used to model the
transmission power cost, at different SIC values and differ-
ent ICGs. As c increases, player 1 expected utility decreases
linearly as more weight is given to the transmission power

Fig. 5. P1’s expected utility at BNE versus x1 (x2 ¼ 0, uniform distribution
over the types of both players, and Pt;i ¼ 100Watts 8i).

Fig. 6. P1’s expected utility at BNE versus x1 (x2 ¼ 0, uniform distribution
over P1 types, p22 ¼ p23 ¼ ð1� p21Þ=2, ICGs¼ 0:05, and Pt;i ¼ 100Watts
8i).

Fig. 7. SIC thresholds for P1 and P2 versus Pt;c (ICGs ¼ 0:05 and
Pt;i ¼ 100Watts 8i).

Fig. 8. Expected utilities of P1 and P2 at BNE versus p21 (x1 ¼ x2 ¼ 0,
ICGs ¼ 0:05, and maximum transmission powers).

Fig. 9. Player P1’s utility versus its transmission powers, Pt;a and Pt;b

(x1 ¼ 0, P2 operates in the HD mode, and Pt;c ¼ 100Watts).

Fig. 10. Player P1’s utility versus its transmission powers, Pt;a and Pt;b

(x1 ¼ 0:4, P2 operates in the HD mode, and Pt;c ¼ 100Watts).

Fig. 11. P1’s expected utility at BNE versus c (x2 ¼ 0, uniform distribution
over the types of both players, and Pt;i ¼ 100Watts 8i).
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cost. Increasing x1 and the ICGs decreases P1’s expected util-
ity due to the increase in the residual self-interference and
the external interference, respectively.

6.2 Simulations

6.2.1 Two Links

In this section, we study via LabVIEWsimulations the BER of
different players assuming two links only. LabVIEW 2014
software, developed by National Instruments, is used to
acquire, analyze, and visualize data. The simulation setup is
as follows.We consider a single-channel FD network consist-
ing of two links with different SIC capabilities. Each link can
operate in the HD or FD modes. For transmission, we gener-
ate back-to-back packets, each consisting of 500 bits, modu-
lated using QPSK and 1=2 code rate. We then add control
information (e.g., training sequence) and pass them to the
pulse shaping block for transmission. The simulation param-
eters include the mean of the Gaussian noise (varied from
�20 dBm to �50 dBm), ICGs ¼ f0:01; 0:04; 0:09g, and SIC
capabilities (between 0 and 0.5).We focus on themore practi-
cal case where xi is low. Both the players’ channel coefficient
and the self-interference channel coefficient are fixed at
0:707þ 0:707i (gain ¼ 1). For each simulation run, we take
the average of 1000 iterations (i.e., 1000 back-to-back pack-
ets). We fix the channel phase at p=4 and set the BER thresh-
old needed for correct reception to BERth ¼ 10�4.

Fig. 12 shows the BER for the forward-link of P1 versus x1

at different noise levels when P2 is not transmitting. Depend-
ing on the noise level and the SIC capability, P1 decides
to operate in the HD or FD modes. This figure shows
the effect of RSI (due to incomplete SIC) on the BER of P1.
As expected, the BER of P1 increases with x1. Specifically, P1

operates in the FDmode for all values of x1 atwhich the aver-
age BER is below BERth. Once the average BER exceeds

BERth (i.e., the receiver is not able to decode the packet), the
optimal communicationmode for P1 becomesHD.As shown
in Fig. 12, the threshold value of x1 for switching from FD to
HD decreases with the noise level; when the noise level is
�50 dBm, this threshold equals 1 (i.e., P1 always operates in
the FDmode), whereas when the noise equals�20 dBm, this
threshold equals 0.2 (i.e., P1 operates in the FD mode if
x1 < 0:2 and operates in theHDmode otherwise).

Figs. 13 and 14 show the forward-link BER of P1 versus
x1 at different noise levels, when P2 operates in the FD and
HD modes, respectively. For both figures, the channel coef-
ficients are 0:0707þ 0:0707i (ICGs ¼ 0:01). As expected, the
threshold values of x1 under the (FD, FD) strategy profile
are lower than those under (FD, HD) for the same noise lev-
els. This means that the range of SIC capabilities for P1 to
operate in the FD mode is narrower when P2 operates in the
FD mode compared to the case when P2 operates in the HD
mode. The reason is that when P2 operates in the FD mode,
it induces higher interference on P1 than when it operates
in the HD mode, which causes outage to occur sooner at P1

(i.e., at smaller values of x1). Comparing Fig. 12 to Figs. 13
and 14, the range of x1 under which P1 operates in the FD
mode is higher when P2 is off compared to the case when it
is transmitting. We repeat the above setup for different ICG
values. We present samples of the results in Figs. 15 and 16.
Fig. 15 shows the forward-link BER of P1 versus x1 at differ-
ent noise levels, when P2 operates in the FD mode. In
this figure, the channel coefficients are 0:1414þ 0:1414i
(ICG ¼ 0:04). Fig. 16 shows the forward-link BER of P1

versus x1 at different noise levels, when P2 operates in
the HD mode and the ICG ¼ 0:09. Similar conclusions can
be made regarding the regions of the FD and HD modes
for P1 as the ICGs increase and as P2 changes its mode
from HD to FD.

Fig. 12. P1’s forward-link BER versus x1 at different noise levels (no
external interference, simulations).

Fig. 13. Forward-link BER of P1 versus x1 at different noise levels. P2

operates in the FD mode (ICGs ¼ 0:01, simulations).
Fig. 15. Forward-link BER of P1 versus x1 at different noise levels. P2

operates in the FD mode (ICGs ¼ 0:04, simulations).

Fig. 14. Forward-link BER of P1 versus x1 at different noise levels. P2

operates in the HD mode (ICG ¼ 0:01, simulations).
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6.2.2 More Than Two Links

In this section, we evaluate the network utility under the
BNE, considering a network with more than two FD-
enabled links in the network. The simulation setup is as fol-
lows. We consider a square area of 200� 200 square meters,
which contains multiple players (i.e., links) that are distrib-
uted according to a Poisson point process (PPP). Specifi-
cally, we randomly distribute the links’ receivers in the
specified area according to the PPP with parameter �
(� 2 ½4; 80�). For each receiver, we assign a single transmit-
ter whose location is uniformly distributed in a square of
side length 20 meters around the corresponding receiver.
We model the players’ SIC capability ðxÞ as an uniformly
distributed random variable in ½0;xmax� (xmax is a controlla-
ble parameter). An example of this multi-link wireless
network could be a residential area with multiple Wi-Fi
APs that communicate with Wi-Fi stations (STAs) and
coexist with multiple LTE-U small cells base stations in
the 5 GHz band.

We model the wireless channels between nodes using the
free-space path loss model. The transmission power is 20
dBm, receiver noise power is �90 dBm, antenna gain is 1,
carrier frequency is 5 GHz, and the path-loss exponent is
3.5. In the following simulation results and according to the
discussion in Section 5, we first determine the loops in the
network, where every two players belonging to a loop play
the two-player Bayesian game discussed in Section 4 and take
the corresponding action (i.e., play according to the derived
BNE). In the second step, players that do not belong to any
loop play their best-response strategy according to the
received interference from their dominant link and the value
of their own SIC capabilities. In our simulations, we compare
players’ sum utilities under the BNE with three basic
schemes. ‘All FD’ and ‘All HD’ schemes correspond to ‘all’
players in the network playing FD and HD, respectively.

The third scheme is called random in which all players select
the FD actionwith probability 0.5.

Fig. 17 shows average network utility versus � at perfect
SIC for the four schemes under consideration (BNE, All FD,
All HD, and random). Although all players have perfect SIC,
playing FD all the time (i.e., ‘All FD’) is not the optimal
scheme since external interference between players can be
significant. Note that according to our earlier discussion in
Section 4, the derived BNE is the equilibrium and optimal
strategy profile. As expected, the sum utilities under the ran-
dom scheme is between the ‘All HD’ and ‘All FD’ utilities.
Fig. 18 shows the normalized histogram of various actions
versus � under the BNE with perfect SIC. At low � values,
the FD action dominates the HD action since the amount of
external interference is small. As � increases (i.e., network
becomes more dense), the FD action occurs less often, while
the HD action occurs more often. Fig. 19 shows the average
network utility versus � at xmax ¼ 2� 10�4 for the four
schemes. In contrast to the perfect SIC case, in Fig. 19, the
‘All HD’ scheme outperforms the ‘All FD’ scheme, while the
BNE returns the maximum utility for the whole network.
Fig. 20 shows the normalized histogram of various actions
versus � under the BNE at xmax ¼ 2� 10�4. Similar to Fig. 18,
as � increases, the FD action occurs less often than the HD
action. Note that the occurrence frequencies of the modes is
varying very slowlywith � since theHDmode is dominating
the FDmode due to low SIC capabilities.

In the next set of simulations, we vary xmax in the interval
½0; 3� 10�4� and compare the average network utility under
the four schemes for different values of �. Fig. 21 shows the
average network utility versus xmax at � ¼ 20. The average
network utility under the BNE, ‘All FD’, and random schemes
decreases with xmax due to the increase in the residual self-
interference signal. However, the average network utility is
constant with xmax for the ‘All HD’ scheme. As shown in
Fig. 21, the BNE returns the maximum sum utilities for the

Fig. 16. Forward-link BER of P1 versus x1 at different noise levels. P2

operates in the HD mode (ICGs ¼ 0:09, simulations).

Fig. 17. Average network utility versus � (perfect SIC).

Fig. 18. Histogram of link actions under BNE versus � (perfect SIC).

Fig. 19. Average network utility versus � xmax ¼ 2� 10�4
� �

.
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whole network. Note also that at low xmax, the ‘All FD’ strat-
egy dominates the ‘All HD’ strategy since with good
SIC capabilities, the amount of residual self-interference is
very low. As xmax increases, the average network utility under
the ‘All FD’ strategy decreases, which makes the ‘All HD’
strategy dominates the ‘All FD’ and the random strategies.
Furthermore, we found that under the BNE and at � ¼ 20, the
FD action occurs less frequently as xmax increases, while that
of theHD increases in occurrence as shown in Fig. 22.

Fig. 23 shows the average network utility versus xmax at
� ¼ 70. At high network density, external interference is
more dominant than residual self-interference. This trend
remains until a certain point at which nodes’ SIC capabilities
become very low (i.e., xmax is very high). Under the BNE
scheme, the HD action is more frequent than the FD action
for all values of xmax, as shown in Fig. 24. The reason for this
behavior is that the network is very dense (i.e., � ¼ 70),
hence the HD action is more favorable. Fig. 25 shows the
average per-link utility versus � at xmax ¼ 2� 10�4 for the
four schemes. As the network density increases, the average
per-link utility decreases due to the increase in the external
interference. Since xmax is relatively high, the ‘All HD’
scheme outperforms the ‘All FD’ scheme. The average per-
link utility under the BNE outperforms the other schemes.

7 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH

In this paper, we developed a novel Bayesian game-theo-
retic framework to study the coexistence problem between
two FD-capable wireless links, where nodes have hetero-
geneous SIC capabilities. Although the throughput of a
single link enhances significantly when operating in the
FD mode, the additional interference caused (compared to
the HD case) may limit its coexistence with a neighboring
link. Our analysis revealed that the SIC capability of each
link (which is the type of each player) has a double-thresh-
old structure, i.e., the range of the SIC values can be
divided into three regions. When the SIC capability is very
good, operating in the FD mode strictly dominates the HD
mode, whereas when the SIC capability is very poor, oper-
ating in the HD mode strictly dominates the FD mode.
When the SIC capability is in the middle region, we
derived the conditions on the probability distribution of
the types of the other link under which HD (FD) strictly
dominates FD (HD).

Our results corroborated that FD is not always the opti-
mal mode when considering an FD-enabled wireless net-
work. The optimal mode of a link depends on (i) the
external interference it encounters from neighboring links

Fig. 20. Histogram of link actions under BNE versus � xmax ¼ 2� 10�4
� �

.

Fig. 21. Average network utility versus xmax ð� ¼ 20Þ.

Fig. 22. Histogram of link actions under BNE versus xmax ð� ¼ 20Þ.

Fig. 23. Average network utility versus xmax ð� ¼ 70Þ.

Fig. 24. Histogram of link actions under BNE versus xmax ð� ¼ 70Þ.

Fig. 25. Average per-link utility versus � xmax ¼ 2� 10�4
� �

.
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(which is a function of their transmission powers and chan-
nel gains) and (ii) its residual self-interference (which is a
function of its SIC capability, its transmission power, and its
channel gain). Given that the external interference will not
be known a priori, a link relies on the probability distribu-
tion over the types of the other link in deriving its strategy.
Our simulations demonstrated the impact of the residual
self-interference and external interference on the BER.

To capture the interaction between more than two links,
we studied the coexistence problem in a network setting,
where multiple FD-enabled links with heterogeneous SIC
capabilities are collocated in the same region. Specifically,
we focused on the case where every player is mainly
affected by a single dominating link. Under this assump-
tion, we showed that different games in the network do not
involve more than two players. In our network simulations,
which is based on PPP, we showed that the network sum
utility under the derived BNE outperforms other traditional
schemes (e.g., all players play FD, HD, or flip a coin to select
the action). We also studied the effect of the network density
and players’ SIC on players’ sum utilities.

Different directions of future research exist. First, we will
design practical distributed algorithms that enable multiple
links to converge to the BNE without the need of a central-
ized node. Furthermore, wewill investigate the optimization
of the distributed algorithm to minimize the convergence
time while maintaining low control overhead between
nodes. Second, we will investigate a power control scheme
to be used as part of the game, in addition to FD/HD mode
selection. In this case, an additional dimension will be added
to the game, where each player needs to select the optimal
action (FD or HD) and the transmission power in each case.
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